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ABSTRACT 

This deliverable describes Hyper360 scenarios and user requirements collection. The present document 

gathers suggestions and opinions collected from the field of broadcasters’ end-users and professionals 

during focus groups or interviews and details the business requirements that were derived from the 

proposed scenarios. These will be translated into functional requirements to be considered for 

implementation into the Hyper360 toolset, as shared by all partners during the plenary meeting held on the 

10th-11th of January 2018 and in several conference calls. 

This document is released in Month 6 (M6) and provides a first set of functional requirements useful for the 

design and development of the Hyper360 toolset architecture. The collected information aims at ensuring 

that all tools embedded into the Hyper360 toolset will be of high quality, functional and of added value to 

final users and professionals since its realisation relies on market trends deep understanding and on careful 

investigation of end-users and broadcast experts expectations. 

The scenarios and requirements to be put in place could be modified or adapted according to the project 

needs using the agile development strategy adopted for this project. Moreover, the individual scenarios 

piloting will depend on editing teams and locations availability.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  

This document is the first deliverable of the Work Package 2 “User Requirements, System Specification 

and Architecture” (WP2), Task 2.1 “Requirements and Scenarios”. 

This document provides a scenarios and requirements definition plan for the Hyper360 toolset design, 

based on end-users’ and broadcasters’ expectations collection. Representative and challenging scenarios 

(User Scenarios) were defined to elicit real user requirements by organizing interviews and meetings with 

both end-users and professionals. Then the defined user scenarios were analyzed in detail in order to 

extract the business requirements (features) to be added inside the 360° video content as well as the basic 

functionalities of the editing tool which will integrate the functions of several post production tools. 

Eventually, the scenarios’ features were presented to the technical partners, who estimated and concurred 

upon their feasibility and complexity, extracting the functional requirements to be developed in pre-

defined time slots (Sprints). 

The objective of this project is to deliver at least one pilot for each of the Macro Scenarios (Immersive 

Journalism and Personalized Advertising) and test them in the field. Since the final pilot programs will be 

subject to editorial decisions which are out of the project team’s control, partners agreed to follow an agile 

approach by defining preliminary shorter pilots to take place at regular intervals throughout the duration of 

the project in order to provide constant feedback to technical teams during the development process of the 

toolset as well as to align the technical partners with the end user needs and company goals. 

The user scenarios will have the following three roles: 

o To group subsets of Macro Scenarios features; 

o To test subsets of toolset functions and provide real time toolset quality check and optimization; 

o To provide some backup plan in case of a late definition of the Macro Scenarios as well as ready 

additional material for the final pilot program. 

 

In conclusion, the two Macro Scenarios will retain the highest importance since they are expected to be 

streamed online on broadcasters’ official websites. The user scenarios will progressively determine the 

definition of toolset components subsets. Eventually, the optimized features will be included into the final 

Macro Scenarios through hyperlinking. 

Chapter 2 describes the formulated user scenarios and the adopted methodology to collect the end-users’ 

requirements. Chapter 3 explains how business requirements were mapped to the toolset’s functional 

requirements (User Stories) as well as how features and functionalities were grouped into components and 

tools. 
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1.1. TERMINOLOGY  

This section is dedicated to the explanation of terms (see Table 1) related to the topics of this deliverable.  

Term Explanation 

Action Process of doing some operations by means of the mouse/control panel/head. The 
allowable operations could be mouse over, mouse click, mouse roll-wheel, next, 
previous, volume up/down, rotate, walkabout etc. 

Agile 

development 

An approach to software development that requires adaptive planning, early delivery, 
continuous improvement as well as a rapid and flexible response to change from the 
self-organizing cross-functional teams. 

Basket Collection of items such as icons, logos, symbols, clip arts. Note that this feature has 
the option to add other, similar, elements. 

End user A person who ultimately uses or is expected to use a product, namely the viewer of 
the broadcast/streamed TV program. 

Effect Result of an action. The possible results are: file attachment, tagging, insertion of 
text/  elements from basket/ dynamic list/ 3D mentor insertion, items’ highlighting or 
blinking, etc. 

Hotspot The physical location and size of a sensitive area in 360° space. It is defined in 
spherical coordinates and a size scale factor for the bounding box. 

What happens with a hotspot after an action is defined by the metadata. It can be a 
visible image (Logo), an invisible area for user activity tracking, a button to click on 
and show an image/video or play control to start another 360° video, etc. 

Hyperlink Electronic link providing direct access from one marked place in the hotspot to a 
specific website or to another hotspot in the video. 

In video 

position 

The extra content is anchored to a specific area in the shot scene, thus it will be 
visible only when the viewer gazes to that area of the video. 

On screen 

position 

The extra content is visible for the entire duration of the video since it is anchored to 
the end device screen. 

Paper 

Prototyping 

A user-centred design process that helps developers to create software that meets 
the end-user's expectations and needs by creating early prototypes on paper without 
any UI implementation. 

Shapes Spatial boundaries of the hotspot marked by means of a selected shape or a free 
shape. The chosen shape is defined by: size, shape fill, transparency, filling colour, 
shape outline, rotation, and arrangement. 

Text Box A widget that accepts textual input, which is characterized by a selectable font, 
colour, size of the characters. 

3D Mentor 3D model of a person who provides additional information and help to the viewer. 

Macro 

Scenario 

Major pilot study regarding immersive journalism and personalized advertising to be 
implemented by RBB and Mediaset-RTI partners with expertise in the broadcasting 
field. 

User Scenario Shorter pilot studies that may not be field-tested. Their aim is to test a subset of 
Hyper360 system functions in order to provide some supplementary information for 
the macro user scenarios definition and production. 

User Story Functionality that will be evaluated for integration into the final version of the 
toolset. It is expected to enrich the 360° video content from a graphical and a 
functional point of view. 

Table 1 List of Terms and Explanations 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-centered_design
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1.2. 360° TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

The 360° experience immerses users in content allowing them to look around in all directions. Thanks to 

advances in bandwidth, computing power, sensors, miniaturization and display resolution, 360° immersive 

video is moving from individual showcases to a mass market. However, it still has several limitations such as 

the stationary camera’s position, the difficulty of using established film techniques to advance storytelling 

(such as cuts or close-ups) in 360° content, the resulting difficulty to tell a story attached to the content. 

This often results in the production of mainly short videos, where the scenery is the content since capturing 

and positioning of a presenter is a quite difficult task. Besides these limitations, omnidirectional viewing 

comes with many advantages, namely the spatial illusion feeling induced to the viewer and the implicit 

information that the viewpoint choice provides about user engagement without the need to apply 

assumptive tracking criteria. In fact, the 360° video format opens a new world of opportunity towards 

efficiently personalising content delivery. Moreover, the 360° offering finds an environment already well 

suited for service convergence since the SmartTVs and the set-top boxes allow the presentation of content 

delivered via broadcast, managed broadband IPTV and the open internet. 

Taking these circumstances and limitations into account, Hyper360 aims to successfully design, develop and 

demonstrate an enhanced 360° experience while further enriching it with additional 3D narrative elements 

and extended capabilities such as real-time content personalisation and hyperlinking. Ultimately, Hyper360 

project aspires to commercialise a market-ready solution, integrating the complete pipeline for the 

capturing, production, delivery and consumption of these new free viewpoint experiences. Thus, the 

Hyper360 toolset, which will be delivered at the end of this project, will let the European media sector gain 

an edge over global competition and penetrate global markets both through content and service 

provisions. 

However, in order to achieve the project’s goals, it is necessary to initially determine which aspects and 

functionalities of the aforementioned toolset could be useful and essential for a media editor, as well as 

astonishing and engaging for an end-user. In fact, only a technology market trends investigation, associated 

with a consumers and media professional’s requirements collection, could lead to a functional toolset 

design rich with new and “trendy” functionalities. Thus, the final product is expected to be met with high 

demand by the main advertising and media industries, since it will reflect users’ and media producers’ 

expectations. 

1.3. AGILE METHODOLOGY FOR USER REQUIREMENTS  

This section briefly introduces agile methodologies and agile coordinated methodologies to collect 

requirements. These methodologies, in general, call for detail to emerge on a need to know basis (i.e. when 

necessary for the research team to carry out that specific portion of research work). The main advantage of 

this working strategy is that it prevents partners from writing overly elaborated and ultimately unrealistic 

user scenarios in the early stages of the project. 

The definition of scenarios is an important activity during the requirements collection process, because it 

helps to synthesize research data and to transform them into design solutions for the final toolset. In fact, it 

is common practice to sketch scenarios in order to find solutions which cover the real needs of people 

involved in the study case (qualitative user experience).  

User scenarios are usually created as documents, and generally include this kind of information: 

o user scenario title 
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o rationale/description/goal 

o actor/user 

o preconditions (the things that must have already happened in the system) 

o standard path (what will usually happen, described as a series of steps) 

o post conditions (what the system will have done by the end of the steps). 

 

Thus, a user scenario is a description of a set of interactions (and not a single specific interaction) between 

a system and one or more actors (people, or other systems). In contrast, user stories are short descriptions 

of something that a final user may want to do while interacting with the Hyper360 toolset. They are written 

in natural user language (plain logically structured sentences) since they reflect the point of view of the 

final user (and not of the researcher). In other words, user stories are very particular stories: they have a 

real protagonist that, in order to satisfy his needs, makes a series of actions that have certain consequences 

and an epilogue. According to Mike Cohn1 the user story format should be defined as follows: 

As an [actor] I want [action] so that [achievement]. 

For example, in our case (see Figure 1), the Macro Scenarios are TV transmissions that belong to the 

“Targeted Advertising” and “Immersive Journalism” genres, whereas the user scenarios are the individual 

settings within the advertising and journalistic spheres, closed over time, detailed and contextual. The 

features, which are extracted from user scenarios, describe what graphical information end-users would 

like to see displayed on the final edited video. The extraction is completed by the definition of user stories 

which represent series of actions that correspond to different responses from the system such as features 

insertion into the toolset. 

 

Figure 1 Graphical representation of terminology used to describe the extraction of features from 
scenarios and their translation into functional requirements 
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The technical team’s main goal is to cover, in an organic manner, everything a user scenario description 

contains. Therefore, the agile development methodology has integrated the definition of acceptance 

criteria as part of the process of adding necessary technical details to user stories. In other words, the 

product owner is asked to estimate the development feasibility of proposed user stories and to write down 

the acceptance criteria, which define the technical boundaries of a user story.   

On the top, agile methodology calls for sprint planning meetings, where a product owner presents the user 

stories in a prioritized backlog (e.g. highest priority user story proposed for implementation first), followed 

by an exchange of feedback among individual partners about the practical feasibility of user stories to be 

completed in the following sprint. The team members are expected to ask questions to further clarify user 

stories and relative acceptance criteria in order to quickly confirm and correct assumptions as well as to 

avoid any ambiguity about the requirements specifics. 

In the Hyper360 project, the aforementioned agile methodology approach is being supported by the Trello 

Board. Its main page outlines several boards created for the entire Hyper360 project. Among those boards, 

the board termed “Scenarios & Stories Definition” is designated to Mediaset-RTI and RBB partners who 

were entrusted to define the user scenarios and user stories. Note that the “Scenario & Stories Definition” 

board is extremely configurable and can be enriched with new lists according to the broadcasters needs. 

Thus, the aforementioned board (see Figure 3) gathers the features collected from the end-users as well as 

from the media production and marketing sectors. The information is distributed among the following five 

lists: 

❏  User scenarios and legend colours: Lists the title of the challenging user scenarios that will be 

sketched and described in Chapters 2.2/2.3. Note that different colours were assigned to each scenario 

in order to better identify the relationship between user scenario and its user stories. 

❏   Prioritized User Stories Backlog: Lists the simplified features extracted from each scenario (to be 

added inside the 360° video content) in a prioritized backlog. Note that each user story is identified by a 

title and a brief description, namely it does not (and should not) provide an elaborated level of detail.  

❏   In Progress: Lists the features that have been included into the next sprint after a careful evaluation 

by the technical partners regarding their feasibility and development priority. 

❏  Done: List the features that have been implemented properly and have successfully passed all the 

test phases, therefore they are considered completed and ready for integration into the final version of 

the toolset.   

❏  Rejected: Lists the user stories which have failed the feasibility study performed by the technical 

partners, therefore they will not be implemented into the final version of the toolset. 
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Figure 2 “Scenario & Stories Definition” Trello Board 

 
Once defined, the user stories undergo a deep analysis of their practical feasibility and complexity and as a 

result they are assigned to individual partners or group of partners based on technological expertise 

required for their implementation and integration within the Hyper360 toolset. Thus, the boards 

designated to technical partners are used to report the user stories which have to be implemented, tested 

and delivered individually in a pre-defined period of time (Sprint). It contains the following three lists (see 

Figure 4): 

❏  In Progress: Lists the user stories - called Card in Trello – in development. 

❏ Under unit test: Lists the user stories under test to prove that they are working as intended.  

❏   Completed: Lists the user stories that have successfully passed the unit tests, thus the ones that 

have been properly implemented and completed. 

 
Figure 3 Example of Trello Board designated to technical partners  
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2. SCENARIOS  

The Mediaset-RTI and RBB task, in the initial stage of the project, is to investigate which functionalities of 

the toolset could be of interest for the end-users as well as for the media production and marketing 

sectors. The collection of requirements is essential since it will guide the design of the toolset architecture 

as well as the development process of single tools’ functionalities. The definition of representative 

scenarios, which at this stage of the project consist of shorter user stories that offer the testing 

environment for a subset of Hyper360 toolset functions, is meant to elicit user requirements and to 

contribute to system quality check and enhancement processes. In fact, the final toolset is expected to 

produce personalised advertisements and immersive journalistic videos containing all “special” effects and 

interactions defined at the beginning of the project. 

2.1. METHODOLOGY  

The process for the research and selection of user requirements includes the following steps performed by 
the partners according to best international practices and in particular with reference to Project 
Management Institute standard2 (PMBOK® Guide). 

 Step 1. Identification and confirmation of the first set of business requirements. 

This includes the general market needs that must be fulfilled to achieve a market-ready solution. 
They were already included in the proposal and they are recapped in the first sections of the 
present deliverable (see Chapters 2.2 and 2.3). For this project, partners agreed to collect the 
requirements using the “focus group” method (selected by Mediaset-RTI) and the “expert 
interviews’” method (selected by RBB). The main benefit from undertaking this approach consists in 
designing the Hyper360 toolset architecture and defining its characteristics based on a strong 
collaboration between people working in the marketing and media production fields as well as the 
end-users with experienced technical partners.  

The business requirements collection process is essential to ensure that solutions deliver business 
value and meet business needs. However, this is only a preliminary step gathering high-level 
information from which important information will be extracted in order to fulfil the tasks 
associated with the following steps.  

 Step 2 Definition of user requirements.  

User requirements gathering ensures that the solution is helpful to users in consuming 
omnidirectional content. The requirements integration in the workflow is documented in the 
present deliverable (see Chapters 2.2.1-2.2.4 and 2.3.1-2.3.3) by using narrative text, selected usage 
scenarios, director and author note of intents, use cases, user stories with a focus on the different 
actors (roles) and workflows involved during the different phases. In other words, the dedicates 
deliverable’s sections aim at describing what users want the system and its outputs to do.  

User requirements are employed to define system specifications and are thus used as the primary 
input for step 3. 

 Step 3. Definition of system requirements.  

These are what tool developers will need to address in order to build a system able to support the 
extracted user requirements and enable the designed use cases (these will be better detailed in the 
other WP2 deliverables, primarily D2.2). A breakdown (see Chapter 3) is produced that explains how 
the outcome of the project will operate to cover the specified business/users’ requirements. These 
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are the traditional “should” statements that describe what the system “should do”, (not necessarily 
will entirely do). Solution requirements are then classified as either functional or non-functional 
requirements.   

o Functional requirements specify functionalities that the developer has to build in order to 
deliver the solution. (For example, a system may be required to enter and print cost 
estimates; this is a functional requirement). 

o Non-functional requirements specify all the remaining requirements not covered by 
functional requirements (e.g., performance metrics, usability, user friendliness, quality of 
service, etc.). 

 Step 4. Selection and prioritization of broadcasting professionals’ and end-users’ requirements.  

This will be essential for focusing and orchestrating project activities to the relevant areas and to 
properly address efforts that can be provided and committed by project resources and partner 
skills. After an in-depth “feasibility analysis” by technical partners in WP2 which is aimed at defining 
possible solutions, all partners recurrently agreed for the business’ and end-user’s requirements to 
be classified according to a variant of “MOSCOW” prioritization standard (see Chapter 3) as follows:  

 Important SOON – “must have”, otherwise business need is not met; 

 Important LATER – that, if omitted, will compromise scenario effectiveness; 

 Nice to have – that, if included, will add benefits; 

 Not relevant – requirements that do not serve the business purpose or are impossible to 
develop because of time/effort constraints. 

 
As a result of this classification some requirements will be considered in scope with the project others will 

be left for “future product development”. Evaluation of new emerging needs or requirements is envisaged 

all throughout the development part of the project in a work-in progress approach to feasibility. 

2.1.1. MEDIASET-RTI METHODOLOGY 

Focus Groups 

Mediaset-RTI has collected suggestions from three focus groups, which were organised on site (Milan 

headquarters) on the following dates: 

 

The 5 members of the “end-users” group were young people between 23-35 years old with a postgraduate 

degree, whereas the “telemarketing” (5 participants) and the “TV advertising” (3 participants) groups were 

experienced media editing and marketing professionals working for Media Shopping and Publitalia (TV sales 

Mediaset group companies).  

The meetings had a duration of about 2h 30min each. They started with an overall presentation of the 

Virtual Reality topic and a description of the European project Hyper360 followed by the focus group. The 

intention was to give the participants a good understanding of the subject, an awareness of media market 

trends, that are moving towards the Virtual Reality content provision, as well as some cues and 

demonstration of existing techniques applied to 360° video format (BBC videos). This approach was helpful 

to participants since it allowed them to progressively become accustomed to the concept of 

omnidirectional viewing and to slowly grasp the potentials of this new immersive media format. 

o 1st December 2017 o 6th December 2017 o 8th January 2018 
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The participants feedback expressed during the focus groups were registered through audio recording and 

notes taking. Participants of one of the focus groups also gave consent to record the discussion with a 360° 

camera (GoPro Omni). Moreover, at the end of the meeting all participants filled in a questionnaire in order 

to collect participants’ personal details (such as name, contact details, profession), rate of satisfaction with 

the presented proposal, requirements for Hyper360 toolset and consent for audio-visual recordings taking.  

Here below are listed some of the questions asked in the questionnaire: 

- Have you found the subject and the proposal discussed during this focus group interesting? 

- Would you like to collaborate with Mediaset Department of Innovation on the production of 

advertising spots / trailers / short programs made in the 360° format? 

- Do you have any ideas to share for the production of an advertisement or a short TV show in the 

360° format? 

- Could you describe the setting and the message of the advertising spot by focusing on key aspects? 

- Which requisites do you consider essential for the Hyper360° toolset? 

- Which functionalities of the Hyper360 toolset would have a major impact on users’ engagement 

due to their usefulness, functionality and surprise effect?   

Moreover, the personnel engagement to participate actively at the pilot studies production and Hyper360 

toolset continuous testing was recorded in writing through signature collection and through verbal 

agreement to participate at periodic updating meetings on the toolset development process. 

All group members agreed to further collaborate with Mediaset Innovation Department for 360° content 

recording and Hyper360 toolset testing. Moreover, they stressed out that the Hyper360 toolset holds a 

great potential and needs to be explored and exported prior to a large-scale dissemination of similar tools 

in order to keep being competitive on the sales market. In fact, they shared all their expectations with us in 

order to help us make a modern and popular content which could attract the newer generations’ attention.  

2.1.2. RBB METHODOLOGY 

Expert Interviews 

In contrast to original plans, RBB’s team eventually decided not to have one all-day workshop with a 

number of experts, in which both scenarios and requirements would be developed and specified. Instead, 

professionals from different technical and editorial departments were invited to participate in structured 

interviews. 

These interviews followed two main goals: 1) a first creative exchange about how the Hyper360 toolset can 

be used to create innovative experiences under the label of Immersive Journalism, and 2) to formulate a 

first basic set of required functions and features such a toolset would have to provide to realise the 

envisaged scenarios. 

The five interviews were conducted in January 2018 and lasted for about two hours each. The interviewers 

took notes during the meetings and merged them into digital protocols afterwards. Where interviewees 

sent further comments and suggestions later, these were added to the protocols as well.  

These interviews led to a selection of clearly defined user requirements which were transferred into user 

stories in a Trello Board (agile development tool; or details see Chapter 1.3) 
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2.2. MEDIASET-RTI SCENARIOS  

The participants of the three focus groups retain that this new format offers a much better immersive 

experience and can be vastly explored to immerse the user into the advertised product, such as travel 

destinations and cruise advertisement. They suggested using the toolset in order to create original 

advertisements, namely the ones that offer explorative scenarios, first person experiences (car/moto 

riding, skiing etc.), tracking and chasing stimuli. Furthermore, they pointed out that some of the features 

such as 3D mentoring, immersive interactivity, treasure hunting and gamification strategies could make the 

new 360° video format very compelling and increase its market demand. 

The four user scenarios that were sketched upon the participants’ expectations and suggestions are 

presented here below. Even if they are only drafts of possible advertisements, they offer a clear picture of 

what the editing team is expecting to obtain as end product coming from the Hyper360 toolset.  

Virtual Shop - Media Shopping Scenario (Chapter 2.2.1) is the advertisement of items done by the 3D 

mentor that should guide the viewer in the spherical environment full of stimuli. Moreover, it would be 

nice in this situation to update the 3D mentor placement and narration with respect to users’ viewing 

direction in order to match the picture content with its targeted description.  

The video content of this scenario should be enriched with labels holding hidden descriptions about 

product quality, origin, ingredients as well as a text box with the price list. Besides, it could be useful to 

show some pictures on the top of specific products showing some celebrities wearing that particular item 

or some houses decorated with that particular piece of furniture. Even the presence of highlighted 

products (blinking effect or colour change effect) and arrows pointing to specific items could be valuable 

features since they aim at grasping the viewer’s attention and their involvement.  

Follow Me - Car Test Drive Scenario (Chapter 2.2.2) lets users immerse themselves into 360° content, 
encourages them to keep track of something that is moving in the 360° video and proposes a guessing 
game offering in the end a first-person experience which opens a new window populated by another 360° 
video recorded in the “full-immersive” mode. For example, a car spot could lead the user to explore all 
external and internal car outlines and accessories as well as reward the user with a 360° self-drive car 
experience. Thus, when the user decides where to look in the 360° video, he should see himself seated in 
the car while it is rushing on arduous roads. This approach would provide the publishers with the means to 
create nested advertisements, namely to insert into an advertisement “gates” (links) which open toward 
other advertisements. Furthermore, this concept could be extended to “temporal gates” which could allow 
users to explore the company’s brands editions released on the market over an extended period of time. 
The aim of the above spot is to leave the customer, which is interested in buying something, with little 

incertitude about the product’s features and optional accessories, since he/she would be guided 

throughout the video by a 3D mentor and there would be graphical or textual information suggested by the 

recommendation engine and displayed around the scene which could direct the user to other targeted 

sources of information (text boxes, other videos, electronic instruction manual, websites, etc.). 

Long Spot Storytelling – Cruise or Resort Virtual Tour Scenario (Chapter 2.2.2) features a cruise or a holiday 

resort advertisement, as one of the first suggestions collected from participants was to use the toolset for 

the production of travel destination advertisements. The aim of the advertisement is to immerse the user 

into a brief excursion through the options and locations chosen for a particular stay. Namely, the 

advertising spot should make the user explore, through personalised navigation (automatic camera path) 

and mentor’s guidance, the hotel room and its services, the main attractions of the selected location and 

offer quizzes on the location of the stay in order to give a discount. Moreover, it could be of impact to 

include into the video content the zooming effect, which should not be a simple zoom but a transition in 
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experienced position. For example, let’s suppose that the viewer selects the beach on a fairground, the 

view would not simply show the beach close up, but would move the viewer's position on the beach and 

provide the experience of watching the waves approaching the shore. 

Coupon Hunting – Guessing Game with Coupon Reward Scenario (Chapter 2.2.2) features an advertising 

spot set in a shop full of clickable items associated with a shopping or a coupon cart to be kept on a mobile 

device. The purpose is to make the advertisement as interactive as possible and to incentivise the user to 

be proactive by offering discounts, coupons or personalised suggestions of items while the video is 

navigated automatically following either pre-defined paths or personalised paths recommended based on 

by the viewers’ profiles (automatic camera path). Moreover, it would be preferable to have the shopping 

cart linked to third-party purchasing platforms, such as Carrefour or Decathlon, in order to be able to 

purchase the products instantly. 

Note that the virtual shopping and coupon hunting strategies imply the development of Application 

Programming Interfaces (API) and Apps for mobile devices, which are expected to connect the user’s 

interaction activity with particular software logics that should allow the users to receive, on their smart 

phone, a particular coupon or update the shopping cart inside the mobile App. Moreover, such software 

libraries are expected to be connected to the main provider’s platform in order to have the items 

availability updated in real-time and to be able to purchase the selected items immediately.  

Members of the three groups have suggested some TV shows such as Amici and Isola dei famosi for live 

production of the Macro Scenario, however they stressed that it would not be possible to put in place such 

TV programs without a full working infrastructure for 360° video recording/ enhancement/ delivery/ 

display. Moreover, they pointed out that it could be quite difficult to apply this format to live shows mainly 

because the television studios are not set accordingly and would not hide the shooting team or other 

details which are not intended to be shown. In addition, the studios set up would require also an 

infrastructure that supports the 3D audio which is of vital importance in this situation since the user 

expects to hear well only the persons that are present in the selected portion of the video. 

In conclusion, the collection of user requirements and scenarios was completed in time and has provided 

useful information. Obviously, the users’ expectations are high since they are not aware of technical issues 

and challenges the development process implies (e.g. the reconstruction of the 3D Mentor seated within a 

car setting is very challenging, if not impossible currently, since the scene is highly occluded and cluttered; 

the development of the 3D Mentor building tool, which is supposed to transform the mentor into a 

mannequin useful to check if certain clothes fit the user, needs to be assessed for the feasibility of its 

embedding). The above scenarios depict the end-users’ wishes, nevertheless major effort will be dedicated 

to implement as many features as possible among those proposed for each scenario, after taking into 

account technical feasibility and available resources. 
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2.2.1. SC1: VIRTUAL SHOP (MEDIA SHOPPING) 

   

Figure 4  Images of products that might be advertised in the Virtual Shop Scenario  

Goal: An immersive direct experience with a product might help viewers to take a decision about buying 

online without any need to waste their time to go and test the item physically at a shop. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Sally 

Preconditions: Sally is a mother and housewife. Since she has little time for house cleaning and shopping, 

she is particularly fond of housekeeping products that allow her to save time and make her life easier. She 

regularly checks telemarketing channels such as Media Shopping for interesting products. Nevertheless she 

does not buy via call centre or online because she does not always trust the effectiveness of what she is 

proposed on TV, without testing the item directly. 

Standard Path: Sally could play a 360° Media Shopping video on her device (main screen, second screen or 

PC). She would be guided by a 3D mentor among the 300 items displayed in the shop and proposed only 

products she might be interested in. Moreover, she could click on several items to have some extra info 

from the mentor about the product (text info, price, direct access to online shopping) as well as view a 360° 

“first –person” immersion video of a specific item, which would allow her to test, in first person, the mop 

steaming capacity on the dirty areas of several surfaces (carpet, parquet, tiles). 

Post Conditions: The above described immersive experience could incentivise Sally to get access to the 
Media Shopping online platform and to finalize her purchase. Moreover, if she had accepted the terms and 
conditions of targeted advertisement, the following times she enters Media Shopping 360° shop she might 
be informed about products complementary to what she has already purchased or about generic best-
selling products. 

 

Figure 5 Virtual Shop Scheme Scenario 
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2.2.2. SC2: FOLLOW ME SCENE (CAR TEST DRIVE) 

   

Figure 6 Shoots that might be included in the Follow Me Scenario 

Goal: An immersive self-driving car experience offered by Mediaset-RTI might help viewers to buy online a 

new car with the features they love most without any need to visit the car dealerships. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Tom  

Preconditions: Tom is fond of cars and would like to buy a new one. The problem is that he works a lot and 

does not have time to visit the car dealerships. Therefore, he starts to browse the internet in order to find a 

car model suited for his needs but he cannot find a website that shows all car characteristics he is 

interested in. Moreover, he would like to hear the engine sound, while the car is rushing on a motorway, in 

order to evaluate its power and performance. 

Standard Path: Tom would be very happy to hear that on the web there is a 360° immersive video that lets 

him enter in a car dealership, choose a car he likes most and explore all its accessories and features while 

he is taking part in a quest guided by the 3D mentor who would give him tips and advices about what 

elements should be followed and clicked in order to win a special prize, namely the “full-immersion” 

experience. In case he gets distracted while the mentor is talking, he could click on the “i” button which 

summarizes the car specifics or even click on highlighted items in order to know more about them.  

Post Conditions: The self-driving car experience, which would let Tom properly test the car power, while it 
is accelerating and taking the turns and steep ascents of the roads, could encourage him to finalize the car 
purchase online.  

 

Figure 7 Follow Me Scheme Scenario 
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2.2.3. SC3: LONG SPOT STORYTELLING (CRUISE OR RESORT VIRTUAL TOUR) 

    

Figure 8 Images of target locations for the set up of the Long Spot Storytelling Scenario  

Goal: The immersive 360° experience published by Mediaset-RTI could let the viewers explore all the 

entertainment options offered for example by a holiday format and help them select the cruise package 

suitable for their needs. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Andy and Sara 

Preconditions: Andy and Sara are a couple that is in search of a new kind of holiday experience. Andy is 

used to spend his holidays in naturalistic tourist destinations and has never considered a cruise as an option 

for a holiday. He feels the constraint of living, even for a while, in a circumscribed environment and is afraid 

of getting bored, especially during the sailing part of the journey. On the contrary, Sara has always dreamed 

of such an experience, but she does not have a precise idea about services and activities offered on board. 

Standard Path: Andy and Sara play the 360° holiday advertisement. The 3D mentor would present them an 
array of indoor and outdoor entertainment options available on the “Costa Crociere” ship experience (note 
that the cruise could be easily replaced with any other explorative experience) and the automatic camera 
path, whose computation can also be based on viewer’s individual preferences, would offer navigation 
anchors to overcome information overload in the multitude of views. The tour might start from the location 
initially selected by Andy and Sara, then the mentor should actively involve them into the picking process of 
next destinations thanks to the implementation into the Hyper360 toolset of intelligent personalisation and 
recommendation technologies that would seamlessly enable targeted narration (prioritisation of mentor’s 
narrative snippets).  

Post Conditions: Thanks to the personalised narration and navigation strategy adopted during the virtual 

“journey”, Andy and Sara might be convinced that this is going to be a wonderful experience for both and 

could decide to reserve a cruise trip by acceding a dedicated online purchase platform. 

 

Figure 9 Long Spot Storytelling Scheme Scenario 
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2.2.4. SC4: COUPON HUNTING (GUESSING GAME WITH COUPON REWARD) 

 

Figure 10 Images that exemplify the type of content to be inserted into the Coupon Hunting Scenario  

Goal: Mediaset-RTI could offer a virtual shopping experience in a supermarket, where particular items are 

highlighted or pop-up in the scene, and where promotions, descriptions or price lists are shown in a text 

box next to each item. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Jane 

Preconditions: Jane is a mother and housewife. She loves to save money on her shopping, therefore she 

does a lot of paper coupon collecting. Moreover, she is willing to do treasure hunting games and solve 

enigmas in order to earn some points which could let her earn some prizes.  

Standard Path: Jane finds out that Mediaset-RTI has published on its website a special online shopping 

feature that allows exploring a 360° dress store (e.g. Zalando). She immediately looks for it on her device 

(main screen, second screen or PC) and takes part in the coupon hunting experience. She discovers with the 

help of a 3D mentor that she could jump from one lane to another and explore different categories of 

fashion products. Moreover, she is invited to look for discount coupons hidden under hyperlinks or guess 

which is the most appropriate combination of clothes, shoes and accessories for sale in the shop. The video 

might also include the 3D Mentor building tool, which would transform the mentor into a mannequin and 

would let Jane select its dimension (e.g. height, shoulders width, waistline and hip width) and clothes.  

Post Conditions: Jane is more inclined to directly purchase a dress once she is shown how it fits the mentor 

or if she is granted a 25% discount at the end on the treasure hunt, especially if she can get access to the 

dealer’s official online platform and finalize her purchase. 

 

Figure 11 Coupon Hunting Scheme Scenario 
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2.3. RBB SCENARIOS  

The three scenarios below have been sketched in after the interviews with the professionals from the 

editorial departments. While some other ideas have still been vague when this deliverable was written, 

these three appeared to be sufficiently generic approaches, aiming to enhance 360° videos and to make 

them interactive, that they can form a solid basis for future scenarios to be developed. 

For the sake of simplicity, the Edutainment Scene (see Chapter 2.3.1) will focus on a specific content 

example, a Crime Scene Investigation Scenario, but the content could easily be replaced with various other 

subjects, such as a nature documentary, a science laboratory, a workshop tutorial, or many others. The 

basic idea is to enhance a 360° video with targeted enrichments based on viewers’ preferences, like texts 

and hyperlinks to other media (mostly inside the application or service), so that the user will get a deeper 

understanding supported by the mixture of personalised navigation and prioritized mentor’s storytelling. 

The Time Control Scenario (see Chapter 2.3.2) will allow an individual user to follow a scenery over a period 

of time, switching easily between time lapse, original speed and slow motion. The Festival Coverage 

Scenario (see Chapter 2.3.3) will add a sense of spatial movement like in a traditional VR environment, in 

other words it will allow the user to move freely on a festival ground. 

2.3.1. SC5: EDUTAINMENT SCENE (CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION) 

Goal: RBB could publish an interactive 360° video of a crime scene investigation where the viewer can 

immerse in the scene, watching all those busy experts, while they are searching for all sorts of clues. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Stefanie 

Preconditions: Stefanie has always been fascinated by the synergetic collaboration of the numerous 

investigators at crime scenes with the people in laboratories who examine their findings. She has always 

been dreaming of participating in the meticulous search for the small pieces of information to prove 

somebody’s participation in a crime. In fact, she would definitely love to be in the laboratory when they 

find the breakthrough clue that provides the scientific evidence to catch a burglar or even a murderer. 

Standard Path: Stefanie is very happy when she hears that now she will have the chance to be part of the 

investigation process of a crime scene through an immersive experience published by RBB. She notes that 

most of the activities are enhanced with extra information like text labels or small charts explaining what is 

going on, as well as with audio interviews or fixed-perspective videos showing re-enactments of the crime 

that must have happened in a particular location. Sometimes she can even “jump” into another 360° video 

scene, e.g. into a laboratory where the experts explain how they work and how science supports criminal 

investigation. 

She can look around in the 360° scenery and learn so many things herself didn’t even know to be interested 

in; e.g. when she focuses on a young woman taking fingerprints, suddenly that woman turns around and 

tells her more information about that particular routine task of the investigation process. The following 

content presentation adaptation is a very innovative approach to personalisation since Stefanie gets 

additional information about things that catch her eye thanks to the recommendation engine working in 

the background and continuously updating the user’s profile with topics Stefanie is showing curiosity for. 

Stefanie is looking around and is scanning the scenery as if she was a crime scene investigator herself. She 

finds places where the active 3D impersonations turn and talk to her (personalised mentor’s placement and 

narrative) as well as where she can move to another 360° video sphere; e.g. when she gazes to the area on 
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the floor from where a guy took some fluids in a test tube and then looks at the portal icon for more info, 

she is taken into the laboratory where the guy tells her what kind of information he can get out of these 

fluids and shows her the various machines all over the room. 

Post Conditions: Stefanie is quite sure that she will be coming back, because there was so much 
information and the experience was so intense that she wants to digest all the information and come back 
to refresh and deepen it. 
 

 

Figure 12 Abstract scheme of an Edutainment Scene populated with additional information  

2.3.2. SC6: TIME CONTROL 

Goal: RBB could launch an app that would immerse viewers into a magical experience. The 360° video will 

visualize the process of bringing in the huge flight cases full of cables, microphone stands, lighting, amps, 

etc., as well as the setting up of the stage, the sight of the room which is filling up slowly with people, the 

sudden flash of activity when the band goes on the stage, the moderator announcing the acts, the 

interviews in between. 

Actor (Subject Persona): Chris 

Preconditions: Chris has been interested in “the music business” since he helped his local school band 

setting up a stage when he was a teenager. To him, as to many people, a musical event is so much more 

than just the short music clips on YouTube. But, to be honest, Chris does not want to see all of that in full. 

Sometimes he finds himself looking for the skip button or some kind of scrubbing mode so that he can 

move on further down the timeline. 

Standard Path: The new immersive app launched by RBB is so much better than life, because it gives him 

not only all the options he is longing for, but also the feeling of immersion - with the Google Daydream 

headset and proper headphones he really gets the feeling of the event as if he was there. This app shows 

him everything that belongs to the musical event, but in time lapse, so he can watch the setup but does not 

have to wait for the eight hours it actually took, before the concert could start. 

While he is watching the time lapse video, he gets visual hints or even mentor guidance whenever there is a 

“real speed” video, so he can decide to jump in and watch the concert, listen to the video on stage, etc. He 

can even decide to keep browsing the full event in a quick overview mode.  
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Post Conditions: Chris has become part of the event even if he is not physically present at the concert. 

Moreover, he could also take over the role of director, because he is free to decide how fast people move 

and when he wants to take time and listen to a song. 

 

 

Figure 13 Abstract scheme of a Time Control timeline  

2.3.3. SC7: FESTIVAL COVERAGE 

Goal: The new immersive experience published by RBB could allow viewers to navigate to different areas of 

the festival ground and to discover all festival excitements, using their smartphone or HMD.  

Actor (Subject Persona): Tom 

Preconditions: Tom is a big music fan, but has never had a chance to attend one of the big music festivals. 

On his favourite radio station he follows all the coverage of the festival, the gigs, the interviews with artists, 

as well as the stories about life on the festival and all other off-stage activities. He imagines what it would 

be like to participate in the festival and see his favourite artists perform on different stages. Moreover, he 

would like to experience the atmosphere at particular festival areas such as the beach and the camping 

ground. 

Standard Path: Tom discovers the brand new interactive 360° video festival experience by browsing the 

radio station’s website and he decides straightaway to use his smartphone to get the full immersive 

experience. When he starts the video, he finds himself right at the entrance of the festival ground, where 

he can see all the people rushing around, and he begins to be excited at the idea to be part of this event. 

Moreover, he discovers that, while he is watching the performance of his favourite artists in 360° video 

format he does not even have to choose where to watch since the video navigates automatically inside the 

360° scene showing him the views holding the best content at that moment. He can also find additional 

information and gossips integrated into the 360° immersive view as regular videos or radio interviews. He 

even finds an exclusive 360° peek backstage video and snoops around this closed area to discover what it 

looks like. 
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Post Conditions: Tom is happy because he now knows what it feels like to be at a festival, even though he 

could not attend the festival in person. Moreover, he could repeat this experience whenever he likes by just 

going online on the radio station’s website. 

 
 

Figure 14 Schematic representation of festival areas location and hotspots distribution inside each area 

2.4. OVERVIEW OF SCENARIOS  

This section presents a table that summarizes the user scenarios defined by each broadcaster (Table 2).  

 

   Table 2 List of  user scenarios identified by the two broadcaster partners 

The scenarios proposed in Table 2 will explore the Hyper360 toolset capacities in different environments 

requiring different functionalities in order to deliver a specific message and to increase viewers’ approval 

rating and participation. Note that all scenarios are hypothetical and their production will depend on 

editing teams and locations availability. However the broadcasting members aim to dedicate effort and 

organisational skills to produce as many scenarios as possible.  
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3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS  

The last step of the requirements collection process (reported in Figure 1) consists in translating the 

features extrapolated from user scenarios definition into functional requirements (user stories) approved 

by each technical partner. Thus this section will summarize all desirable functionalities an end user would 

like to have, while editing the 360° video in post production, as well as the graphical information he would 

like to see while playing out the enriched video. 

The table attached below lists the user stories (Table 3) shared among the proposed scenarios (“Involved 

User Scenarios” column) and divided into four categories based on how urgent and essential they are for 

the 360° video enrichment (“Important Soon”, “Important Later”, “Nice to have”, “Not relevant” columns). 

Note that these requirements need to be evaluated by the technical partners in terms of feasibility and 

development priority, thus not all of these features will be implemented into the final version of the 

toolset. 

US 

No. 
Title 

Important  

SOON 

Important  

LATER 

Nice to 

have 

Not 

relevant 

Involved  

User  

RBB RTI RBB RTI RBB RTI RBB RTI Scenarios 

1 360° Video Recording x x       SC1 – SC7 

2 Hotspot Insertion x x       SC1 – SC7 

3 Mentor Insertion x x       SC1 – SC6 

4 Basket x x       SC1 – SC7 

5 Mentor positioning   x x     SC1 – SC5 

6 Transition effects   x x     SC1 – SC7 

7 Zoom effect  x x      SC7; SC1 – SC5 

8 Avatar building tool      x x  SC4 

9 Connection to Second Screen      x x  SC1; SC4 

10 Camera positioning       x x - 

11 Mentor reacts to user’s activity   x   x   SC7; SC1 – SC5 

12 
Camera stationary position 

detection     x x   SC7; SC1 – SC3; SC5 

13 Hotspot shapes appearance x x       SC1 – SC7 

14 
Spatial detection of image 

errors  x x      Production Req. 

15 Free Hotspot shapes   x x     SC7; SC1 – SC5 

16 

Edit Mentor  

lighting & shadowing 
  x x     SC7; SC1 – SC5 

17 Audio hyperlink x x       SC1 – SC7 
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18 
Adapt audio to viewing 

direction    x x    SC1; SC2; SC4 

19 Text appearance x x       SC1 – SC7 

20 Text position in video x x       SC1 – SC7 

21 Text position on screen  x x      SC1 – SC1 

22 Branding  x   x    SC1 – SC1 

23 Subtitles    x x    SC5 – SC7 

24 Text to appear on trigger x x       SC1 – SC7 

25 Text cascades    x x    SC5; SC1 – SC4 

26 CGI 3D object    x x    SC1 – SC5 

27 
Hotspot appearance according 

to relevance   x x     SC1 – SC7 

28 Production handbook   x x x    Production Req. 

29 Camera metadata preservation  x   x    Production Req. 

30 Mentor for better immersion     x x   SC1 – SC7 

31 Audio amplification     x x   SC1 – SC3 

32 
Areas of interest for 

personalisation   x x     SC1 – SC7 

33 Device selection   x x x    Production Req. 

34 Device-specific preview   x x     Production Req. 

35 ACP - Director's Cut   x x     Production Req. 

36 
Support Tools for video 

production   x x     Production Req. 

37 2D video insertion x x       SC7; SC1 – SC5 

38 
Define action at end of 360° 

video x x       SC1 – SC7 

39 Asset management   x x     Production Req. 

40 Audio priority configuration   x x     SC2; SC5; SC7 

41 
Association of hotspot with 

moving elements   x x      SC7; SC2 – SC4 

42 
Dynamically updated list 

insertion  x       SC1-SC4 

43 
Highlight/blinking effect 

insertion  x       SC1 – SC4 
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44 Automatic camera path  X X       SC3; SC4; SC7 

45 Mentor personalised narrative x x       SC1 – SC6 

46 
Personalised placement of 3D 

embedded objects x x       SC1 – SC6 

Table 3 Prioritized list of user stories extracted from the user scenarios  

The functional requirements listed in Table 3 were agreed among partners using the agile approach 

method, namely all partners have subscribed to Trello Board (see Chapter 1.3) that has allowed everyone to 

share and edit the list elements in a transparent and traceable mode. However, this list of requirements is 

not meant to be exhaustive, since it will be continuously updated with new features suggested by 

broadcasters, who collect them on the field, and by technical partners who evaluate their feasibility and 

decide upon their future development.  

3.1. GENERIC BROADCASTER REQUIREMENTS  

The following short paragraphs list a number of requirements that film and broadcasting production teams 
will expect as standards. 
 

SMART PRODUCTION 
On-set video quality analysis tools should run on high-end laptop with CUDA-capable GPU (gaming 
computers). As they could influence production and quality of results immensely, analysis results should be 
available within a reasonable time span so corrections and rechecks can be done on set, ideally without 
delaying the production time plan. Moreover, on-set quality analysis tools should run as desktop 
application without the need of an internet connection. In fact, it would be ideal to have quality analysis 
tools with direct access to the live camera(s) outputs which perform their analysis tasks on the fly with only 
little latency. 

In post-production, quality analysis and quality improvements should be run on stationary desktop 
computers with more CPU and GPU power. 

EASY TO USE 
Although, of course, professional production equipment is rarely self-explaining and often requires 
intensive training, new tools can be introduced more easily the less training they require. Therefore, all 
Hyper360 tools should be as intuitive to use as possible, but still reflect professional users’ needs. The user 
interfaces and usability principles of professional video editing tools such as Adobe Premiere, After Effects 
and Apple Final Cut Pro should be adapted. This includes a timeline- and keyframe-based approach and a 
workspace that is adjustable for different tasks. 

QUALITY ENHANCEMENT 
On-set production and quality assurance tools need to run on high-end laptop with CUDA-capable GPU. 
They need to run independently from an internet connection. Results must be delivered within minutes. 

For post-production tools high performance computers will be available. Live-Tools need to be near-live. 
Some seconds of delay are tolerable, provided the output is provided smoothly and in (delayed) real-time. 

All tools need to follow recent Usability and UX standards and should behave similar to, where possible, 
recent video production tools like Adobe Premiere and DaVinci Resolve. 
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3.2. REQUIREMENTS DRAWN FROM BROADCASTER SCENARIOS  

It was already stated in Chapter 1.3 that the collected requirements will be carried out using an agile 
methodology that follows the user story metaphor arranged according to the logical paradigms: “As an 
[actor] I want [action] so that [achievement]”.  

The user stories listed in Table 3 and elaborated by following the process of requirements collection and 
extraction reported in Figure 1, might be further elaborated by classifying them according to the main 
architectural subsystems of Hyper360 toolset as reported below: 

❏  Capturing Tools  

The Hyper360’s OmniCap tool will integrate a number of modern 360° capturing rigs (either multi 
camera arrays or tiny fisheye lenses devices) that will focus on capturing high quality 360° content.  

Various 360° capturing hardware will be examined to ensure high quality captures suited for the 
broadcast sector. The capturing tools will support multiple types of sensors like InstaPro 360 / ONE, 
Samsung Gear 360 or other 360° upcoming capturing sensors. 

❏  Quality Control  

The Quality Control component will be responsible for activating 360° video quality analysis 
algorithms and techniques. This component will perform existing quality assessment methods for 
general 360° video quality problems and to detect general video stitching issues. 

❏  Annotation Tool 

The Annotation tool will allow the user to annotate a 360° video with hyperlinks to other media, 
object placeholder spots and content description metadata using the web interface’s settings. 
Furthermore, the preference extraction based on profile building process will enable to annotate 
specific areas within the 360° video with textual metadata. 

❏  CapTion Tool 

This component will capture in 3D the performance of human narrators – Mentors – to be embedded 
into the 360° video. The main functionalities of the CapTion tool will be the following:  

Production of 3D models of human performance, using consumer-grade RGB-D sensors (e.g. 
Kinect); 
Placement of the 3D performance models into the 360° video . 

❏  Profiling and Recommendation  

This component will provide media linking suggestions, mentor narrative suggestions, personalised 
automatic camera path cues and will prioritize information importance based on recommendation 
engine’s algorithms. On top of it, the viewing direction information acquired by the Player Technology 
will enable the semantic user profiling. 

❏  Player Technology  

The Player Technology will playback the annotated 360° video (hyperlinks, placeholder objects, 
metadata and mentor) on different platforms, such as smartphone, desktop, Smart TV and 
commercially available VR headset. It will support all standard functionalities (play, pause, seek) of 
the free viewpoint video. However, the core functionality embedded into this tool will be the 
automatic camera path which will enable a lean-back experience that does not require the user 
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interaction while he / she is watching the 360° video. In fact, it will automatically devise a camera 
path within the omnidirectional video’s timeline providing a more relaxed free viewpoint experience. 

This functionality will be supported in the background by the annotation tool and the 
recommendation engine. In other words, the video will be annotated both manually and 
automatically through the annotation tool with salient information, such as camera key-frames, video 
saliency and interest points, whereas the recommendation engine will drive this process and offer the 
camera key-frames. 

Here below is provided a table (see Table 4) which displays the association between each user story and 
the related architectural subsystems of Hyper360 toolset. Furthermore, it offers a balanced view of 
necessary effort and of feasibility of user stories implementation during specific periods of time (called 
sprints in agile methodology). 
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1 
360° Video 
Recording 

The video will be recorded with modern 
360° capturing rigs providing high quality 
360° content.   

X      

2 

Hotspot Insertion 

Hotspot is an area in the 360° space and 
it triggers an action which is defined by 
the metadata. The area dimension and 
its position should be easy configurable.  

  X  X X 

3 

Mentor Insertion 

The mentor is composed of data 
volumes coming from the 3D 
Reconstruction pipeline and merged 
seamlessly with the 360° content.  

  X X  X 

4 

Basket 

The items (logos, symbols, etc.) saved in 
the basket are predefined graphical 
elements designed by following rigid 
specifics (Corporate Design), images, 
animations, etc.   

  X   X 

5 

Mentor positioning 

The editor will be allowed to move freely 
the 3D mentor in the free viewpoint 
video and place it in the most 
appropriate way (in the video or on the 
screen). 

  X X  X 

6 

Transition effects 

 The switching among multi camera 
views should be accompanied by some 
fading effects in order to provide a good 
quality of experience. The transition 
effects must have the timing option as 

  X   X 
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well as the option allowing deciding the 
amount of overlapping between the two 
videos. 

7 

Zoom effect 

Close-up over important details could 
improve the viewer’s immersive 
experience and incentivise his / her 
engagement. 

  X   X 

8 

Avatar building 
tool 

Selection among a few available mentor 
models based on gender, height, 
shoulders width, waistline, hip width and 
shoes size. 

   X   

9 

Connection to 
Second Screen 

Connection between the clicking action 
on the 360° video and the dedicated App 
which will hold the list of desired items or 
coupons. 

  X   X 

10 
Camera 

positioning 

It was deemed not relevant since it is out 
of scope. The camera position must be 
decided by the producer. 

      

11 

Mentor reacts to 
user’s activity 

Mentor reacts (appears, is enlarged, 
starts to speak) to on-screen cues such 
as user’s viewing direction and the items 
he / she clicks on the screen. 

  X  X X 

12 

Camera stationary 
position detection 

 It would be nice to identify whether the 
camera is moving or standing still as it 
may make a difference, especially in 
post-production. 

  X    

13 

Hotspot shapes 
appearance 

The hotspot insertion will be supported 
by an “aspect configuration” tool which 
allows selecting among different shapes 
and features (size, colour, transparency, 
border, etc.). It should include the 
uploading option of predefined shapes 
as well as the design of new ones. 

  X   X 

14 

Spatial detection 
of image errors 

The Quality Check tool should give 
information not only about when on 
timeline but also about where in the 
frame an error occurred. 

 X     

15 
Free Hotspot 

shapes 

It would be nice to upgrade the editing 
tool so that it enables the user to draw 
hotspot shapes with an irregular contour. 

  X   X 

16 Edit Mentor 
Mentor’ appearance will have to adapt to    X  X 
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lighting & 
shadowing 

the lighting conditions of the 
environment where the video was 
recorded.  

17 

Audio hyperlink 
Insert audio hotspot by taking into 
account its position, shape, controllers, 
response to user’s activity. 

     X 

18 

Adapt audio to 
viewing direction 

In a scenario with multiple audio sources 
(TV shows), it is expected to have the 
main audio associated with the user 
viewing direction in order to emphasize 
certain audio sources over the others so 
that to make the participants' voice (I am 
looking at) more distinguishable and 
clear. 

  X  X X 

19 
Text appearance 

Edit the text appearance by modifying its 
font, colour, transparency, etc. 

  X   X 

20 Text position in 
video 

Insert the text box in a 360° video using 
the spatial coordinates. 

  X   X 

21 Text position on 
screen 

Attach the text box on the device’s main 
screen. 

  X   X 

22 

Branding 

It could include the name of the channel 
or the title of the transmission going on 
air. It must be overlaid and always 
visible during the viewing. 

  X   X 

23 
Subtitles 

Position and display the available 
subtitles 

  X   X 

24 

Text to appear on 
trigger 

Text will appear some seconds after the 
appearance of someone or something 
on screen and would remain visible for a 
number of seconds. 

  X   X 

25 

Text cascades 

Various layers of text are available in the 
background and can be displayed 
depending on user’s preferences 
(interested / not interested in the topic/ 
type of product / type of activity). 

  X  X X 

26 

CGI 3D object 

Availability of a 3D objects library inside 
the editing tool which should hold 
objects coming from the 3D 
Reconstruction pipeline or even from 
known software, such as Unreal, Unity 
or similar ones.  

  X   X 
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27 
Hotspot 

appearance 
according to 
relevance 

Hotspot size, colour or transparency 
reacts to user’s profile relevance, 
namely more relevant is the item for the 
user brighter / less transparent / bigger 
will become the hotspot. 

  X   X 

28 

Production 
handbook 

Define strategies and give guidelines on 
how to place the multiple cameras in the 
scene or which features are badly 
supported on certain players so that 
different content can be created for 
specific players in order to provide 
comparable and qualitative experience 
to each user. 

  X   X 

29 

Camera metadata 
preservation 

Stitched file’s metadata should be 
importable and exportable, preserved all 
through the editing procedure and made 
accessible and visible on the user 
interface for professional users. 

  X   X 

30 

Mentor for better 
immersion 

The user will be able to choose if he 
wants to activate the personalised 
placement and narrative of the mentor as 
well as to select a mentor from a range of 
prepared impersonations. 

  X   X 

31 

Audio amplification 

Provide audio amplification when 
zooming into a video segment or when 
the scenario requires a surprise effect 
(clapping, laughing, car’s motor sound). 

     X 

32 
Areas of interest 

for personalisation 

Define areas on the 360° video to which 
metadata annotation is attached 
manually.  

  X   X 

33 

Device selection 

If certain features are not applicable to 
certain target devices, the Annotation 
Tool should inform the user and offer an 
option to take care of the incompatibility. 

  X   X 

34 
Device-specific 

preview 

If certain features look different on 
various devices, the editor needs an 
option to preview these differences. 

  X   X 

35 

Automatic Camera 
Path - Director's 

Cut 

Provide the editor / director with the tools 
to prepare a sequence of segments and 
views deemed as “optimal views ", 
especially for use on TV where 
navigation is less intuitive. 

  X   X 
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36 
Support Tools for 
video production 

Local version of Quality Control tool for 
offline 360° video check to be used in 
case of bad connectivity. 

  X   X 

37 

2D video insertion 
Hotspot can trigger a conventional 2D 
video which will play in an overlay inside 
the 360° scene. 

 X X   X 

38 Define action at 
end of 360° video 

The Annotation Tool should offer options 
for what happens when a video ends. 

  X   X 

39 Asset 
management 

Provide scalable image and video 
resolution. 

  X   X 

40 

Audio priority 
configuration 

The Annotation Tool should offer options 
for audio priority configuration for when 
the user switches between camera 
perspectives. 

  X   X 

41 

Association of 
hotspot with 

moving elements  

When the camera is moving that means 
that even the markers inside our 
scenario change place, thus we need an 
intelligent system that associates the 
hotspot area with a specific object and 
tracks it throughout the video. The same 
tracking mechanism should be applied 
when the camera is static but our object 
of interest is moving. 

  X    

42 

Dynamically 
updated list 

insertion 

The list holding instructions or a row of 
names is modified in real-time based on 
user’s activity, e.g. the user is proposed 
a quiz and each time he finds the 
solution the list gets updated and shows 
a green tick next to the accomplished 
task. 

 X X  X X 

43 

Highlight/ blinking 
effect insertion 

This effect would allow grasping the 
user's attention by making some 
elements (such as arrows) blink or 
change the hotspot's shape filling colour 
or shape contour colour. 

  X   X 

44 
Automatic camera 

path  

The video will navigate automatically 
following either pre-defined paths or 
personalised paths suggested by the 
recommendation engine. 

  X  X X 

45 

Mentor 
personalised 

narrative 

Metadata over segments of mentor 
narratives will be matched against user 
profiles and dynamic content 
suggestions will be offered to each 

  X  X X 
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viewer according to their preferences. 

46 

Personalised 
placement of 3D 

embedded objects 

The 3D placeholder embedded objects 
will be positioned at the corresponding 
placeholder spots within the 360° video. 

  X  X X 

Table 4 Assignment of single user stories to individual technical partners based on their expertise 

As evidenced in the above table, the subsystems “Annotation Tool” and “Player Technology” include almost 
all user stories. However this distribution of tasks should not make the reader believe that the effort is 
unequally distributed among technical partners, since the complexity associated to individual user stories is 
different and requires heterogeneous technical skills. Moreover, the aforementioned subsystems are by 
default involved in almost all Hyper360 processes since they are the tools controlling the video annotation 
chain and its play out. Thus these subsystems would hold all references and links to other tools belonging 
to Hyper360 toolset. 
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